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James Golcher, Reel Manufacturer
Steven K. Vernon
In December, 1839, James Golcher, a thirty-twoyear-old gun maker, arrived in New York City on the
ship Napier, which had sailed from Liverpool, England. By 1841, he was listed as a gun smith in a city
directory of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In August of
that year, an advertisement in The Republican Compiler, a newspaper in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, announced that Golcher had established a gunsmith shop
and could offer various firearms, gun locks, and gun
repairs to the citizens of Gettysburg. A similar ad in
1842 added a request for an apprentice. Despite the apparent success of the business, the Gettysburg post office advertised for the next two years that it was holding undeliverable mail for Golcher.

By 1855, Golcher’s shop appeared under “Fishing and
Sporting Tackle” in a Philadelphia directory.

Golcher’s name is well known to gun collectors.
Some of his weapons are marked not only with his
name but with “Eagle Rifle Works” and “Philadelphia.” Several online sites state that this company was
opened with partner H. Elwell and was in business in
Philadelphia from 1833 to 1851. I have not found a single mention of that company name in the city records I
have seen, and the only H. Elwells in city directories
were not associated with gun making. I suspect that
Golcher may have opened a business in England before
he came to New York. Especially in his later years, he
traveled to England frequently, perhaps to keep an eye
on the business there, which specialized in gun lock
manufacturing. He may have marked his products with
the Eagle name, regardless of where the company was
located.
Fortunately, we reel collectors need not concern
ourselves with the Eagle company history. All we need
to know is that, in 1857, Golcher and his current partners advertised “Fishing Tackle made to order, such
as…reels…sold wholesale and retail.”

Golcher ran this advertisement in 1842 issues of Gettysburg’s Republican Compiler. The same ad from 1841 had
lacked the request for an apprentice.

At some point, Golcher returned to Philadelphia,
where he opened a gunsmith shop by 1846 at “G T road
above 2d.” Although his business location would
change a couple of times, it was included in city directories until at least 1868.

This advertisement in an April, 1857, issue of the New
York Clipper shows that Golcher and his partners manufactured reels.
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At least as early as 1855, Golcher’s shop had been
included among Fishing Tackle dealers in classified directories, which suggests that the company was increasingly emphasizing its tackle manufacturing. What
kind of reels it may have made is not known.
Golcher died in 1883 and was buried in Philadelphia’s Franklin Cemetery.
We collectors can add Golcher’s name to our list of
early American fishing reel manufacturers. If anyone
has ever seen a reel marked with Golcher’s name, I
hope he or she will let us know about it.
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